A new method to construct a Daubechies wavelets combined sparse basement based on compressed sensing theory is proposed in this paper, which is particularly suitable for the sensing signals with time correlation characteristics. In this research, the simplified dictionary is constructed by Daubechies wavelets function after atoms checking and screening. This sparse basement is obtained by the coefficient vectors gotten from sparse decomposition of 24 elementary model signals. The simulation results show that this method has more advantages compared with existing algorithms, including low computational complexity, small storage requirement, short construction time and good sparse effect.
Introduction
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is one of the core technologies of Internet of Things (IOT) [1] . Sensor nodes within different built-in sensors can realize real-time perceiving and collecting the monitoring information such as temperature, humidity, light, pH value, etc. And the data transmission is accomplished in the self-organize network though multi-hop relaying from sensor nodes to routing nodes or sink nodes. Because of the multidiscipline intersection, WSN is becoming a research hotspot in the new forward researching field. How to reduce the energy consumption both in computing and storage, so as to extend the lifetime of the network is a major technical problem to improve the application of WSN and the development of IOT [2] .
change [4] . WSN based on CS theory can significantly reduce the amount of data collected and balance the energy consumption, which meets the need of large-scale high-density WSN [5] .
Compressed Sensing theory mainly includes three aspects, namely, signal sparse representation, measurement matrix and recovery algorithm. Among them, sparse representation is a very important research issue. A one-dimensional discrete-time signal f , whose length is n, can be expressed by a linear combination of the proper orthonormal basis:
(1)
, φ i and x are n × 1 column vectors. The vector x is a concise equivalent representation of f . If there are no more than K nonzero entries in vector x, where K is much smaller than n, x is called K-sparse representation of f .
Our further research shows that, there are some limitations when using the typical orthogonal basement, which cannot provide sparse representation for the random and previously unknown signals in WSN. Therefore, finding a method to construct an adaptive sparse basement according to the signal's peculiarities is the necessary condition for the applications of CS in WSN and of great significance in the development of sensor network technology [6] .
Wavelet Transform and Daubechies Wavelet

Wavelet Transform
Wavelet transform is formally proposed in 1982, which is the localization analysis of time and frequency. It can do multiscale analysis on signals by calculating of flex or transition and effectively extract information details [7] .
Specifically expressed as follows: Mother Wavelet ψ (x) meets the condition of finite energy constraint as ∫ ∞ −∞ ψ (x) dx = 0. After shift and scale transformation, we obtain the wavelet function:
Any signal f (x) ∈ L 2 (R) can be presented under wavelet basement: There is no limitation on the value of N in theory. With the increasing of N , the time resolution is much better. On the contrary, localization in space is getting worse and worse when N decreases. Therefore, we need to determine the value of N reasonably in the practical applications.
Daubechies Wavelet
Multiscale Analysis of Wavelet and Mallat Algorithm
Mallat algorithm is a fast algorithm of wavelet decomposition and reconstruction based on pyramid algorithm and multiscale analysis theory [8] . Because of the orthogonality property of scaling function and wavelet function, the original signal x 0 (k) can be presented as:
where h 0 and h 1 are respectively the response function of digital high-pass filter and digital lowpass filter, which can be obtained by formula of Mother Wavelet ψ (x) and Father Wavelet φ (x). A 1 is the approximation coefficients, which describes the low frequency part of signal. D 1 is the detail coefficients describing the high frequency part of signal.
Decomposing level by level according to Eq. (4), we can get Eq. (5):
Fig . 1 shows the wavelet decomposition of the signal X analyzed at level 4 [9] . The combination of high frequency coefficients and low frequency coefficients [A4, D4, D3, D2, D1] constitute the wavelet decomposition vector. 
Daubechies Wavelets Combined Sparse Basement
In this section, we briefly introduce the method of building the Daubechies wavelets combined sparse basement (DbN sparse basement) in two steps. Firstly, construct the over-complete dictionary in terms of properties of the sensor signals and get the simplified dictionary after atoms checking and screening. Then search for optimal atoms by MP algorithm and obtain the sparse basement Ψ as a result.
Over-complete Dictionary
It is the development trend of sparse representation theory that over-complete dictionary will replace the traditional basis function. The main idea is selecting a large number of atoms with same characteristics of approximation signal as far as possible. It is the redundancy that ensures most signals can find the optimal linear combination of K atoms to constitute a sparse representation [10] .
Current research on over-complete dictionary focus on following two aspects. First is the atom model. Select atom model well catching the characteristics of original signal. Second is reducing the scale of dictionary. Excessive redundancy not only results in a huge burden of storage, but also increases the complexity of selecting optimal atom.
In this paper, we choose Daubechies wavelets function to construct the over-complete dictionary. Let the order of vanishing moments N = 1, 2, · · · , 4 and decomposition level l = 1, 2, · · · , 6. After sultiscale analysis, we get the DbN over-complete dictionary. The algorithm details include:
Step 1 Analyze a lot of prior sensing signals with length of n. After researching, 24 of those are selected as elementary model signals.
Step 2 Get two sets of coefficients by original signal: high frequency coefficients A 1 and low frequency coefficients D 1 . These vectors are obtained by convolving original signal with the digital low-pass filter for approximation, and with the digital high-pass filter for detail. Length of the vectors are ⌊
Step 3 Using the same method to decompose A 1 into A 2 and D 2 . In the same way, the wavelet decomposition of the original signal analyzed at level i can constitute an atom
Step 4 Give discretized value of γ = (N, l), where N = 1, 2, 3, 4, l = 1, 2, 3, · · · , 6. After that we get the DbN over-complete dictionary D = {g γ } γ∈Γ .
Step 5 After checking and screening, eliminate the nearly same atoms and get the DbN simplified dictionary.
Selecting Optimal Atoms
Let F be an elementary model signals set, where
We suppose original signal f ∈ F with length of n. D * = {g γ } γ∈Γ is the DbN simplified dictionary. Γ represents the selected atom indexes. And each vector g γ is an atom defined by the parameter set γ.
Step 1 Choose g γ 1 which the projection value with f 1 is the maximum in D * . We get the projection value after approximating f 1 in the direction of g γ 1 and residual signal R 2 f .
Step 2 Transform the optimal atom g γ 1 into orthogonal vector by using Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization method.
Step 3 This procedure is repeated each time according to Step 1 and Step 2. After i iterations, a matching pursuit decomposes the residual signal into
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Step 4 Determine whether to stop the current round of iteration. If the inner product value < R i f 1 , g γ i > is larger than inner product threshold 0.01, go to Step 3, otherwise go to Step 5.
Step 5 Determine whether to stop all rounds of iteration. If the number of optimal atoms is less than signal length n, go to Step 1. Otherwise, stop the iteration and save the n optimal atoms to construct the sparse basement Ψ = [g γ 1 , g γ 2 , g γ 3 , ...., g γn ].
Simulations and Analysis
In the simulation, choose 24 signals of 64 dimensions as elementary model signals. Construct a sparse basement Ψ by means of the proposed method. In order to further verify the feasibility and advantage of the sparse basement, we choose 50 stationary temperature signals of 64 dimensions, denoted by f i (i = 1, 2, · · · , 50). Respectively using the DbN sparse basement and Gabor sparse basement [11] , f i can be represented as x i , whose values of sparsity are shown in Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3 (b) by black column line. We can find the values of sparsity are in the range from 1 to 5 under DbN sparse basement, while the values are 5 to 9 under Gabor sparse basement. The former method captures the sensing signal characteristics better so as to get good sparse effect. Fig. 3 (c) and Fig. 3 (d) by blue line. The error is only 10 −14 order of magnitude under DbN sparse basement. But the error under Gabor sparse basement is generally larger, where some certain sampling point error exceeds 0.08
• C. Finally, compute relative errors in order to detect reconstruction performance more visually. Each 50 relative errors are shown in Fig. 3 (e) and Fig. 3 (f) by red line. In a conclusion, we confirm that DbN sparse basement is obviously better than Gabor sparse basement on compressed sensing overall effect. Due to the needs of the practical application of WSN, storage burden and computational complexity must decrease as much as possible. Concretely speaking, it involves two performances which are dictionary size and reconstruction time.
Red dashed line and solid line with circle respectively shows the atom numbers of DbN overcomplete dictionary and DbN simplified dictionary, and blue dashed line and solid line with square respectively show the atom numbers of Gabor over-complete dictionary and Gabor simplified dictionary in Fig. 4 . DbN dictionary has a better effort in reducing the memory consumption than Gabor dictionary. Moreover, with the increasing in signal length, atom numbers' decreasing multiple is more significant.
Red line with circle and blue line with square respectively show construction time of DbN sparse basement and Gabor sparse basement in Fig. 5 . DbN dictionary is more efficient in construction than Gabor dictionary. Moreover, with the increasing in signal length, the extent of saving time is more significant.
According to the simulation results, we get the conclusion that this proposed method can (1) Reducing the scale of dictionary and decreasing the storage burden. This paper uses the method of atoms checking and screening to eliminate the nearly same atoms and get the simplified dictionary so as to reduce the number of atoms significantly.
(2) Reducing the computational complexity and shortening the running time. Because the dictionary scale is reduced, the algorithm complexity of selecting optimal atom is decreased and the construction time is shortened.
(3) Capturing the sensing signal characteristics better to get good sparse effect. Set inner product threshold to make adaptive sparse decomposition so as to enhance the scope of this sparse basement and meet the needs of the practical application of WSN.
With the purpose of extending CS to WSN, this paper analyzes sparse representation and presents a new method to construct Daubechies wavelets combined sparse basement. First of all, construct the over-complete dictionary by Daubechies wavelets function after setting the order of vanishing moments and decomposition level. Furthermore, we get the simplified dictionary after atoms checking and screening. Finally, get the coefficient vectors by Matching Pursuit algorithm based sparse decomposition of 24 elementary model signals, and obtain the Daubechies wavelets combined sparse basement as a result. Simulating by Matlab, it makes the sensing signal sparse effectively and recover the raw data in high precision. This method is feasible and reliable. Particularly, this method can well capture the sensing signal characteristics, which has very important theoretical significance to the further development and practical application of WSN.
